Talking Points
1. How do these cartoonists combine different news events to deliver their messages?
2. What happened after comic Kathy Griffin posed with a grisly prop head of President Donald Trump during a photo shoot?
3. What is the expected impact of Trump's decision to withdraw from the Paris climate pact?
4. Which news event is most important? Which event generated the biggest reaction?

Between the lines
"Kathy Griffin's post descends into an even more repugnant & vile territory … The Paris Agreement is not only about the climate: It is also about America remaining the global leader." - Mitt Romney, former GOP candidate for president

Additional resources
More by Joe Heller
http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm?HellerJ
More by Gusavo Rodriguez
http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoonist/profile.cfm/RodriG/